
00:29:10 trudyfagen: Thanks everyone

00:33:03 Deborah Hirsch Mayer: Here, here to Beth and all that make the Zoom Minyan as successful and wonderful 
as it is!

00:42:45 Michael Agus: what’s the total number of sifrei torah that will reside at 1320?

00:43:30 Michael Agus: but we have Tim.

00:43:36 Micah Zimring: I think we just need to drink the scotch before we split!

00:43:53 David Harlow: it'd be nice to have a small amount of kids' toys/books/games for visitors/grandkids

00:44:24 trudyfagen: Children’s books and materials?  Junior Aron?

00:44:46 Mike and Serene Victor: While the kids will be at TE, we will have kids visiting at times so I hope we can get 
some of the kid books and toys.

00:46:04 Sarah Clark: I was about to say the same thing!

00:46:16 Micah Zimring: I agree with Barry

00:46:52 sherry israel: The  first small  Strauss  aron is built to hold the small Victor torah, but that sefer will 
be with us. Will David sets something similar into the aron we are keeping?

00:47:00 Ethan Katsh: We will donate Jewish kids' books that my grandkids have outgrown.

00:47:04 trudyfagen: There is a blue and purple wooden one and a cardboard one as well

00:47:16 Miriam Newman: Division of kitchen supplies, urn, etc.?

00:48:55 David Harlow: Is there a third (full size wooden) Aron?

00:49:01 Micah Zimring: The cardboard Aron got tossed a long time ago



00:49:45 Micah Zimring: There’s a wooden Aron that’s wood color. I think Steve Greenberg might have built it

00:50:08 Micah Zimring: That’s a kid’s aron

00:50:09 Joan Leegant: Wasn’t there an Aron associated with the Vichniac family?

00:50:40 Micah Zimring: I think we got rid of that a few years ago

00:50:52 Joan Leegant: Ok, thanks Micah...

00:51:05 Mike and Serene Victor: Re Aron … the smaller will be easier to store.

01:00:53 trudyfagen: A few questions, can youth services/group meet in the conference room or kiddish 
space?   Can alternative services meet in kiddish space?

01:01:01 Michael Agus: what’s the latest timeline for the redesigned minyan-rented area?

01:01:13 David Harlow: what is the capacity of thr Kiddush room (seated at tales) eg for nosh n drash?

01:01:45 Joan Leegant: Do we know how many seats the minyan space can accommodate on a Friday night 
when we don’t have access to the purple assembly space?

01:01:46 Susan: how will we use the space outside the conference room?

01:02:05 Micah Zimring: That will be where we have services

01:03:13 Susan: the small area between iac storage space and conference room?

01:03:37 Ken and Judy: where is chair and table storage?

01:04:10 Sharon Heim: Will we buy our own more comfortable chairs?

01:05:09 Mike and Serene Victor: If not in use bY iac will we be able to use the IAC space for kabbalat davening?

01:06:02 Micah Zimring: @Susan, that’s mostly an entrance area



01:22:49 Morton Hoffman: This picture does not show Conf Rm as part of what we are renting although Smadar 
showed it as part of what we are renting.

01:25:22 Mike and Serene Victor: When is the current tenant of 304 leaving?

01:27:57 Joan Leegant: Are we looking at a lease of 5 yrs for Suite 304? Ten years? Possible to align the 
term w/the IAC term? Thanks.

01:30:32 Morton Hoffman: In terms of security, are there any constraints on whom we can provide access 
credentials {keys and/or access codes}?

01:30:55 Michael Agus: I hate to ask this, but if Smadar estimated 80 seats in 304, and said 304 is 
essentially the same size as the “hall”, does that mean we can seat 80 people with 
every seat filled? We had 108 people come to potluck dinners this weekend.

01:31:54 Micah Zimring: We estimate that we can fit about 120 people in the hall

01:32:57 Marc and Deborah Fogel: Community Hall is definitely larger than 302+304 minus closets.

01:36:43 Michael Kronenberg: JArts downstairs is willing to let us use their space, if necessary. That space can 
comfortably accommodate about 60 people.

01:37:32 Tim McNerney: Remind me (over chat): What is the max occupancy of Berenson Hall?

01:37:42 Michael Kronenberg: 200?

01:38:50 Micah Zimring: We could also put the fridge in the office across the hall

01:39:27 Micah Zimring: (302)

01:41:54 sam: June 14

01:46:31 Joan Leegant: Is that $72 per family per year?

01:46:43 Joan Leegant: thanks



01:50:56 trudyfagen: Can create a quiet space that can be used for meditation as well.. and lower sensory 
needs

01:51:16 Sharon Heim: Mellow lighting dimmer switch

02:14:33 Rachelle Taqqu: I agree with Serene that we have values beyond process that pertain to content of 
our tradition

02:15:19 Rhoda Grill: Yes, of course.  Is there a liturgy committee to address those issues?

02:15:45 Micah Zimring: I’d like for this whole group to talk about values. It can’t be talking to individual 
committees. We all need to be part of articulating our values

02:16:18 Rachelle Taqqu: I would like to be sure we recognize tensions that exist between items that have 
been flagged, such as inclusivity, and forces that pull against inclusivity--for 
example, efficient decision making. Let's think hard about impediments to some of 
the values that have been raised, some of which we actually value as well--such as 
freedom of debate.

02:16:33 Rachelle Taqqu: Let's please please please get beyond process when talking about values.

02:17:40 Micah Zimring: I don’t think a town meeting is the best place. It should be a separate exercise

02:18:31 janet yassen: Thanks to all.

02:18:34 Joan Leegant: I like Micah’s idea and also Barry’s…to hold a minyan-wide meeting specifically 
about values for those who want to talk about “values” along with aspirations for the 
future…

02:18:49 Susan: agree with Rachelle and with Micah.

02:19:10 David Harlow: @Agreee with Rachelle--efficiency is also a value to be honored

02:24:39 Mike and Serene Victor: Well said, Barry. You are a wise moderator



02:26:57 Susan: thank YOU Barry


